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INTRODUCTION 
For the general linear group GZ, the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see 
[18, 193) gives a method to calculate the decomposition of a tensor 
product of two irreducible G/,-representations. The aim of this article is to 
give a generalization of this rule for all simple, simply connected algebraic 
groups of type A,, B,, C,, D,, G2, and E,. We obtain also partial 
results for G of type F4, E,, and ES. The restrictions in the last three cases 
come from the fact that for the formulation of the decomposition rules we 
need the notion of a standard Young tableau. Such a notion has been 
developed by Seshadri, Lakshmibai, Musili, and Rajeswari in a series of 
articles (see [ll, 13, 14, 16]), but not yet for all representations of the last 
three exceptional groups. 
The advantage of the notion of a Young tableau developed by Seshadri 
et al. is that it is independent of the type of the group. For the convenience 
of the reader not used to this notion we give first a seperate proof for 
G = SZ, using the classical notion of a standard Young tableau. Of course, 
for applications the classical notion is much more appropriate. In the 
Appendix we give a “translation” of the notion of a standard Young 
tableau in the sense of Seshadri et al. into the classical notion of a Young 
tableau for G = Sp2,,, and Spin,. In 3.8 we give also such a translation for 
G = G,. For the other exceptional groups such a translation is not known 
to the author. 
Let p be a dominant weight for G and denote by I’@ the corresponding 
simple G-module. We assume that the character of VP is given by 
CT eYcr), where the sum has to be taken over all standard Young tableaux 
F of shape p(p) and v(5) is the weight of the tableau y. Now by the 
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definition of a standard Young tableau we can associate to each tableau 5 
in a natural way a sequence of weights 
v,(F), vz(Y-)), . ..) v(F). 
If Iz is a dominant weight, then we say that a standard Young tableau F 
of shape p(p) is A-dominant, if all the weights 
A+ v,(F), A + v*(F), . ..) A + v(F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of G. In particular we know 
then that 1+ v(F) is a dominant weight. 
The generalized Littlewood-Richardson rule can be stated as follows: 
The decomposition of the tensor product V, 0 VP into simple G-modules is 
given by 
where F runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p(p) that are 
I-dominant. 
It is easy to see that the notion of a l-dominant Young tableau 
corresponds for G = Sl,,, to the notion of a lattice permutation in the usual 
formulation of the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see [19]). Hence our 
approach, which does not use the representation theory of the permutation 
group S,, gives also a new proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
Independently of our approach, the generalization of the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule in the way stated above has been conjectured by Weyman 
in [22] for G of type A,,,, B,, C,, and D,. In fact, using Klimyk’s 
formula (see [9] or 1.5 below) he proves the decomposition formula above 
for the case where p is a fundamental weight and G is a group of the type 
above. 
Using the description of a G-standard Young tableau for G = Spz, and 
Spin, in the Appendix, for applications the advantages of our formula in 
comparison with the decomposition formula in [lo] are first of all that we 
obtain a decomposition formula which also holds for Spin-representations, 
and second, the formula in [lo] involves alternating signs, which is not 
the case in our formula. Also the more general decomposition formulas in 
[9, 81 involve alternating signs (compare Remark 1.7). Corollary A.6 has 
already been pointed out in [lo]. 
We obtain a similar decomposition formula for the following problem: 
Let VP be a simple G-module and let L be a Levi subgroup of G. Since L 
is reductive we know that the L-module res, VP obtained by restricting the 
representation of G on V, to L, decomposes into the direct sum of simple 
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L-modules. We give a method to calculate the decomposition if the charac- 
ter of V, can be computed by standard Young tableaux as above. 
Part of the results have been announced in [17]. 
In Section 1 we present the general methods. The idea to use the Euler 
characteristic to obtain decomposition formulas has been taken from [7]. 
In fact, the starting point for this note has been the idea to combine the 
results of Kempf with the standard monomial theory to make the decom- 
position formulas in [7] more efficient for calculations if G is of classical 
type (that means G is of type A,, B,, C,, or D,). 
In Section 2 we discuss the case where G = Sl, ; in Section 3 we treat the 
general case. We recall the notion of a standard Young tableau in the sense 
of Seshadri et al. and formulate the decomposition formulas in this notion. 
For G2 we show how to reformulate the results in the classical notion of 
a Young tableau. In Section 4 we give the proof of the decomposition 
formulas. 
In the Appendix we give (without a proof) the reformulation of the 
decomposition formulas for G = Spzrn and Spin, in the classical notion of 
a Young tableau. 
We assume throughout the following that the base field k is algebraically 
closed and of characteristic zero. 
1. SOME REMARKS ON THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC 
AND THE DEMAZURE OPERATOR 
1.1 Let G be a connected, simply connected reductive algebraic 
group. Fix a Bore1 subgroup B and denote by X(B) the group of characters 
of B. For a maximal torus T in B denote by W := Nor,( T)/T the Weyl 
group of G. Note that W operates on X(B) via the natural isomorphism 
X(B) r-X(T) induced by the restriction map. Fix a W-invariant scalar 
product ( , ) on X(B) 0, R. For 1, p E X(B) let (A, ,u ) := 2(1, ,u)/( /J, CL). 
1.2. Let Z[X(B)] be the group ring on X(B). For every simple 
root a denote by M, the linear operator on Z[X(B)] defined by 
M,: ZCWB)l+ ZCW91, epHe-P(e p+p_e”n(“+P’)(l_e-a)-l, 
where p denotes half the sum of positive roots. It is easy to see that 
i 
ep + . . . + e”- <r,a>a if (p, a> 300; 
itI,( 0 if (~,a)= -1; (1.1) 
-e Ir+a- .., -eP+(-<P,a>-L)ar if (~,a)< -2. 
We will need the following simple lemma. Let I and p be elements of X(B). 
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LEMMA. M,(e"M,(ep)) = M,(e") M,(ep). 
ProojI Using (1.1) it is easy to see that the string of weights given by 
M,(e’) is invariant under the reflection s,. That means if M,(e”) = Cj aieYi 
then M,(e’)=Cia,e s”(yZ) Now it follows by the definition of M, that . 
M,(eAM,(ep)) = e-p(e”+PM,(e”)-e”a(“+P)M,(e”))(l -e-a)-’ 
=M,(e~)e~P(e%+P-ee”.‘%+P’)(l -e-“)-’ 
= M,(e%) M,(e”), 
which proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. M,(M,(e"))=M,(eA). 
1.3. For an element w  of the Weyl group W let w  = s,, . . . s,, be a 
reduced decomposition. We denote by M, the operator M,, 0 . . . 0 M,,, 
Note that M, is independent of the reduced decomposition (see [4]). For 
I E X(B) denote by YA the line bundle on G/B corresponding to the charac- 
ter A. For w  E W denote by X(w) the Schubert variety in G/B corresponding 
to w. We denote by 9;. also the line bundle restricted to X(w). 
THEOREM (Demazure’s Character Formula [4]). If A is a dominant 
weight, then the character Char H’(X(w), Yl)* of the B-module 
H’(X(w), Y’)* is given by M,(e’). 
Remark. (a) Let D be the linear operator on Z[X(B)] defined by 
D(e”) = e-‘. Then DM,D is the Demazure operator defined in [4, 
Theoreme 21. The definition of the operator M, can be found, for example, 
in [7] as well as in [15]. 
(b) Since every nonzero B-module has a B-fixed line we know that 
the class of a B-module in the Grothendieck group J%‘~ of B-modules is 
uniquely determined by its character. Hence we can identify .JY~ with 
Z[X(B)]. In this context we may look at the operator M, in the following 
way: Denote by kl the one-dimensional B-module corresponding to the 
character 2. Denote by P(a) the minimal parabolic subgroup of G 
associated to a simple root a. If (1, a) > 0, then let kAlpCM) be the 
induced P(a)-module MapB(P(a), k,). Then M,(e’) is the character 
Char( (k,( ‘(‘))*). (This follows from [3] and &theory.) Note that P(a)/B 
is complete and hence if U is a P(a)-module and UI, denotes the module 
restricted to B, then UN UlJ P(a) (see [2]). This is one way to look at 
Corollary 1.2 in this context. And Lemma 1.2 corresponds for (A, a), 
(~,a)>0 to kn(P(a)Okc,lP(a)2.(k~Ok~lP(~)IB)IP(z) (see [2]). 
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(c) A more geometrical interpretation is given in [7]. Identify the 
Grothendieck group of G-linearized coherent sheaves on G/B with 
Z[X(B)]. This can be done because a G-linearised coherent sheaf Y on 
G/B has a composition series with line bundles yA, as factors for 1 < i< 
rkY = n. Hence the class of such a sheaf is uniquely determined by the 
character I:=, e”‘. Let rr be the projection rc: G/B -+ G/P(a). The libres of 
rr are isomorphic to P’. The map rr is flat and R’n, = 0 for i 2 2. Hence the 
map rc*rc* : Z[X(B)] + Z [X( B)] which sends the class [9’] of a coherent 
sheaf Y to the class [rc*rc*(9’)] - [~*R’TT,(~‘)] is well defined and 
additive. Kempf shows in [7] that M,(e’) is the class 7c*rc*[JZJ := 
Cn*~*(%)l- C~*R’~*(%.)l. 
1.4. For pi X(B) let yU be the corresponding line bundle on 
Y := G/B. Since H’(G/B, yp) is a G-module for all i > 0 we may regard the 
Euler characteristic 
Xy(e”) := c (- l)i H’( Y, L$) 
i,O 
as an element of the Grothendieck group J& of G-modules. Extending xr 
linearly, we get a map 
xr: ZCNB)l + JG, ep-Xy(e”). 
If p is a dominant weight for G, then denote by V, the corresponding 
simple G-module of highest weight p. By the Borel-Weil Theorem, we 
know that in this case the Euler characteristic xy(e’) is the class [V,*] in 
.&, where V: denotes the dual space of V,. If p is arbitrary, then or 
is the class f [V,] of a simple G-module V, in J&-. The highest weight v 
and the sign can be determined using the following formula. Let I be the 
length function on W. For any T in the Weyl group W of G one has [S, 71 
(1.2) 
Let ,D be a singular weight, that means (p + p, 8) = 0 for some root fi. 
There exists an element 7 E W such that z(p) = a is a simple root. Then 
(z(p + p), a) = 0 by the Weyl group invariance of (, ). It follows by (1.2) 
that -+Xy(eJ’) = xy(eT(fl+f’-P) = -xy(es~‘(C+P)--P) = -Xy(eT(‘+P)-P), and 
hence xr(efl) = 0. If ,u is not singular, then there exists a unique element 
r E W such that r(n + p) - p = p, where A is dominant and hence by (1.2), 
Xy(e”)=(-l)YT)[VX]. 
If a is a simple root then we know by (1.2) that Xy(e”) = 
-xy(e sdP+P)-P)= ~xy(e~-(<~““>+lb ). Now using the symmetry with 
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respect to the reflection s, in the formula (1.1) for the operator M, (for 
example, if (A, U) > 1 then Xr(e’-“) = -xY(eL-(A,a>)) it is easy to see that 
xA4 = xr(M,(e?). (1.3) 
More generally we get 
LEMMA. Ifu is a simple root then ~y(M,(eA)efl)=~y(e”M,(e~)). 
Proof. We know by (1.3) and Lemma 1.2 that 
xv(e”M,(e9) = xy(M,(e”M,(e?)) = icAM, M,(e”)). 
The lemma follows now by the symmetry of the right hand side of the 
equation. 
1.5 Let A and ,U be two dominant weights of G and denote by VA, 
V, two simple G-modules of highest weight A and p. We will also write V, 
and V,@ V,, for the corresponding classes in A$. 
PROPOSITION. The decomposition of the tensor product Vf @ Vz is given 
by 
V,* @ Vz = Xr(e” Char V,). 
Proof: Denote by wG the longest word in the Weyl group W of G and 
let wG=sX, . . . s,~ be a reduced decomposition of wG. If 
V,@ If,= V,,@ ... @I/“$ 
is a decomposition of the tensor product into simple G-modules of highest 
weight vi, . . . . v,, then we know by Demazure’s character formula and (1.3) 
V,* @ Vz = i xy(eyI) = i X y(MwGeYi) 
i=l i=l 
= x AChar VA 0 VP) = x ,(M,,(e”) M,,(4). 
Now using the reduced decomposition of wG we get by Lemma 1.4 and 
Corollary 1.2 
xyWw,(eA) K&l”)) 
=x~(M,,(M,~o ... oM,je”)) M,,W,,~ ... oM,,(e”))) 
=Xy(M,*O ... 0 M,,(e”) M,,(M,,W,,~ . . . 0 M,,(e’)))) 
=XY(Ma20 ... oM,,(ei) M,,(e?). 
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Note that for every simple root !x there exists a reduced decomposition of 
wG which begins with s,. Hence we can complete the proof of the proposi- 
tion by repeating the argument above. 
Remark. Using (1.2) one might actually use Proposition 1.5 to compute 
the decomposition of a tensor product. The formula one obtains then is 
due to Brauer (see [6, Sect. 24, Exercise 91 or [9]). An approach closer to 
the proof in [9] (which uses the character formula of Weyl) is the follow- 
ing. 
We know Char I’: @ I’: = M,,(e’) M,,(e”) = Cf=, Mwc(eYz) = 
Cf=, Char I’,. Using Lemma 1.2 and similar arguments as in the proof 
above it is easy to see that M,,,,.(e’) M,,(ep) = M&e” M,,(efl)). Taking 
the Euler characteristic we get by the equality above 
xAM,,(e”~,,(4)) = 1 xr(M,,(e”‘)). 
i=l 
Using (1.3) we see 
xr(e”M,,(eY) = C x de”‘) 
i= 1 
= If:,, *..@V;=vtQV,*. 
A more “geometrical” approach is the following: Let 1 and p be dominant 
weights. Denote by TA q 5$ the line bundle rr: & @ R: Yp on G/B x G/B, 
where rci denotes the projection map rci: G/B x G/B -+ G/B on the first resp. 
second factor. Let G act on G/B x G/B via the diagonal action. By the 
Kiinneth formula we know that 
H“(G/B x G/B, TA @ Yp) N H’(G/B, &) Q H’(G/B, YJ N Vf @ V; 
and H’(G/Bx G/B, 9 q 5$) = 0 for all i> 0. The variety 2 := G xs G/B 
with the canonical G-action on the left is canonically G-isomorphic to 
G/B x G/B. If JZ’ is a line bundle on G/B x G/B, then we denote the corre- 
sponding line bundle on 2 also by 9. Let rc: 2 + G/B be the bundle map. The 
libres of rr are isomorphic to G/B. Since p is a dominant weight, using the 
Borel-Weil Theorem it is easy to see that R’n,(2$ q Yp) = 0 for i > 0 and 
n,(% El 6P,)=Gx, (k-,QH’(G/B, Yp,,. 
Hence in JtGc we get the equality 
C VT 0 f’-,*I = CH”WB x G/B, =% IXI Zp)l 
= CH’(G/B, n,(% Ed cq)] 
= Xy(e” Char H’(G/B, LQ*) 
= ~r(e”M,,(ep)). 
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1.6. Denote by L a Levi subgroup of G containing the maximal 
torus T. Let .&ZL be the Grothendieck group of L-modules. Denote by B’ 
the Bore1 subgroup B n L of L (note that X(B) N X(B’).) For 1 E X(B’) 
denote by 9A the corresponding line bundle on Y’ := L/B’ and let Xy(e’) 
be the Euler characteristic x y(e’) = Ciao ( - l)j H’( Y’, T1). (We consider 
x y, as a map from Z[X(B’)] to AL.) If v E X( B’) is a dominant weight, 
then let U, be a simple L-module of heighest weight v. We will denote the 
corresponding class in JS?~ also by U,. We consider the Weyl group 
W, = Nor,(T)/T of L as a subgroup of W via the natural inclusion 
Nor,(T) c Nor,(T). If wL is the longest element in W,, then let w’ E W be 
such that E(wJ + Z(w’) = [(w,) and wLw’ = wG (the longest word in W). 
If Vi. is a simple G-module then denote by resL V, the L-module 
obtained by restricting the representation of G on V, to L. 
PROPOSITION. The decomposition of resL V,* into simple L-modules is 
given by 
resL VT = x ,.(M,,(e’)). 
Proof. Let resL V, = U,, 0 ... @ U, be a decomposition into simple 
L-modules. It follows by Demazure’s character formula and Lemma 1.4 
(applied now to xy,) that 
resL VT = i x&e”‘) = i xy(MWLeY’) = X.(Char VA). 
i= I i=l 
(1.4) 
Now xdchar VJ = xyp(Mw,(eA^)) = xdM,,W,de”))) = xrW,4eL)), 
again by Lemma 1.4. 
Remark. The decomposition formula of Proposition 1.6 is due to 
Kempf (see [7]). 
1.7. The disadvantage of the decomposition formulas in the 
propositions above is that in general one has to compute the Euler charac- 
teristic for non-dominant weights (using (1.2)). As a consequence during 
the computation of the right side there will be considerable cancellations. 
The aim of the following paragraphs is to show that if the character of V, 
(resp. of V, in Proposition 1.6) is given by CT e”(r), where y runs over 
all standard Young tableaux of shape p(p) (resp. p(l)), then it is possible 
to make an a priori choice among the tableaux such that the Euler charac- 
teristic has only to be taken over a sum of dominant weights. 
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2. THE CASE G = Sl, + 1 
2.1. We want to recall briefly the notion of a Young tableau. Let 
p = (pi, p2, . ..) with p, 3 p2 > ... be a partition of a natural number n. We 
will identify p with its Young diagram which consists of left justified rows 
of boxes with p1 boxes in the first column, pz boxes in the second column, 
etc. By a Young tableau y of shape p we mean a filling of the boxes of the 
corresponding diagram with positive integers. We identify a row or a 
column of a Young tableau with the sequence of integers filled in the boxes 
of the corresponding row or column. The Young tableau is called row- 
standard, if the integers are strictly increasing in the rows and are smaller 
or equal to m + 1. We say that the tableau F is standard, if the tableau is 
row-standard and the integers are non-decreasing in the columns (from the 
top to the bottom). We will enumerate the rows from the bottom to the top. 
For 1 < I< p, we denote by F(I) the Young tableau obtained from r by 
deleting the (I + 1)st row up to the top row. If i is a positive integer and 
y is a given Young tableau then we denote by C~ (i) the number of boxes 
of 9 containing the integer i. 
2.2. For i= 1, . . . . m denote by oi = s1 + . . + si the ith fundamental 
weight of SE, + , . If p = Cy=, aiwi is a dominant weight, then we associate 
to p the partition p(p) = (pl, . . . . p,) with pi := C,?! i aj. (Note that p = 
c’“= 1 Pi&i.) 
If r is a standard Young tableau of shape p(p) then we define the 
weight of the tableau 9 as 
For 1 < I< p, denote by v,(y) the weight v(F(l)) of the tableau y(1). 
DEFINITION. If L is a Levi subgroup of Sl,+ , then a standard Young 
tableau y of shape p(p) is called L-dominant if all the weights 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of L. 
If A is a dominant weight for Sl,, 1 then a standard Young tableau f 
of shape p(p) is called A-dominant if all the weights 
a + v,(F), a + vz(Lq, . . . . a + v(F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of Sl, + , . 
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THEOREM (Littlewood-Richardson Rule [ 193). (a) The decomposition 
of a tensor product V,Q V,, of two simple Sl,+ ,-modules of highest weights 
1 and u is given by 
where F runs over all standard young tableaux of shape p(u) that are 
I-dominant. 
(b) The decomposition of a simple Sl,,, + ,-module V, of highest weight 
u into simple L-modules U, of highest weight v is given by 
where 9 runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p(u) that are 
L-dominant. 
2.3. The rest of this paragraph is devoted to the proof of the 
theorem. 
It is well known that the character of the simple SI,, ,-module V, is 
given by (see [21, 151) 
Char V, = 1 eYCF), 
9- 
where f runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p(u). Hence to 
prove part (a) of the theorem, by Proposition 1.5 it s&ices to show that 
(2.1) 
where F-’ runs over all not I-dominant standard Young tableaux of shape 
p(p). And by (1.4), to prove part (b) of the theorem it suffices to show that 
x Y’ (2.2) 
where F’ runs over all not L-dominant standard Young tableaux of shape 
P(P). 
2.4. If r is an element of the Weyl group W of Sl,, 1 then denote 
by X(z) the corresponding Schubert variety in Sf,, ,/B. We know by [ 151 
(or [20]) that the restriction map 
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is surjective. Hence we have a natural inclusion 
HO(X(z), q* 4 ffO(xn+ ,/BY =q* = V,L. 
To get a character formula for the B-module H’(X(t), dip,)* we need to 
introduce the notion of a standard Young tableau on a Schubert variety. 
2.5. Let y be a row-standard Young tableau of shape p(p). For 
1 <Z<p, let (ii, . . . . i,) be the Ith row of 5. We associate to this row the 
weight si, + . . . + E,. Since r is row-standard this is a weight of the 
fundamental representation V,$. Recall that ail fundamental representa- 
tions of SI, + i are minuscule (see [ 1 ] ) and hence we can find a wI E W such 
that w,(w,) =E,, + ... +si,. We say that w, is a lift for the Ith row of y. 
Remark. Let P, be the maximal parabolic subgroup of Sl, + , corre- 
sponding to the fundamental weight o, and let W, be its Weyl group. Since 
W, is the stabilizer in W of w, we can naturally identify the weights in VW, 
with the cosets in W/W,. Consider the projection rc: W+ W/W,. Then w, 
is a lift with respect to n for the coset r~ in W/W,y corresponding to the 
weight Ed, + . . + si,. 
We say that the sequence (wi , . . . . wP,) is a lift for y if wI is a lift for the 
fth row of F for I = 1, . . . . p, . The lift (wi , . . . . wP,) is called a defining chain 
for y-, if wi > . . . > wP1. It is shown in [15] that such a defining chain 
exists if and only if 5 is standard, and if r is standard then there exists 
a unique minimal defining chain. Here minimal means that if (w,, . . . . wP,) 
is the minimal defining chain then w:2 w; for all i= 1, . . . . p, if (w;, . . . . wb,) 
is a defining chain for F. 
2.6. Since we will use extensively the existence of a minimal delin- 
ing chain for a standard Young tableau we will recall the construction of 
a minimal defining chain. Let y be a standard Young tableau of shape 
p(p) with defining chain (w;, . . . . wk,). If (iI, . . . . i,) is the p, st row of y then 
denote by 13,~ the corresponding coset in W/W,. Let X(0,,) be the corre- 
sponding Schubert variety in Sl,,, + , fP,. For the projection rc: Sl, + ,/B -+ 
Sl,, ,/Ps there exists a unique Schubert variety X(r) in Sl, + ,/B such that 
rc: X(r) -+ X(0,,) is birational. Then r is the minimal lift in W for 8,, and 
hence for the pist row. We set w,,, := z. The minimal defining chain 
(w 1 ? . . . . wP,) for y can be obtained by recurrence using a lemma due to 
Deodhar (see [16]). For our purpose the lemma can be stated as follows. 
Let y, 0 E WI W, be such that y 3 (r. If C E W is a lift for CJ with respect 
to the projection n: W--t W/W, then there exists an element TE W such 
that I’ is a lift for y, r> Z, and r is minimal for this property and unique. 
Now assume that wI, . . . . wP, of the minimal defining chain for 9 have 
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already been constructed. Then w;- i > w;> w, since (wi, . . . . w;,) is a 
defining chain and w;> w, by assumption. If (il, . . . . i,) is the (I- 1)st row 
of 5 then denote by Or- I the corresponding coset in W/W,. For r E W 
denote by Z the image x(r) of r in W/W,. It follows that 8,- I = w;- i 2 w,. 
Since w, is a lift for W, we know by Deodhar’s Lemma that there exists a 
unique element r~ W which is a lift for f3- I and minimal with the 
property r> w[. Since r is minimal we know w;- I > r For the minimal 
defining chain set w,- i := r. It follows now from Deodhar’s Lemma and 
the construction that the minimal defining chain is unique and “minimal” 
in the sense stated in Section 2.5. 
2.7. Let y be a standard Young tableau of shape p(p) with mini- 
mal defining chain (wi , . . . . wP,). We say that y is standard on a Schubert 
variety X(r), r E W, if r 3 wl. The main theorem for standard monomial 
theory for Sl, + 1 states the following: 
THEOREM (Basis Theorem, see [ 161). If p = alcol + ... + a,o, is a 
dominant weight and X(z) s G/B is a Schubert variety, then H’(X(z), L$) 
has a basis of T-eigenvectors pF called standard monomials. They are 
indexed by the Young tableaux F of shape p(p) standard on X(z). The 
weight of pF is -v(f). 
2.8. For a dominant weight p = x7= i aiwi and r E W let SD(r, CL) 
be the set of all standard Young tableaux y of shape p( /A) such that r = w1 
for the minimal defining chain (w, , . . . . wP,) of y. Let Y~(z, p) be defined 
by 
9x9(7, ,a) := c e”r) . 
9-E SD(r, PI 
We will need the following “character formula”: 
LEMMA. Zf a is a simple root and z E W is such that s,z < t, then 
M,(=-w,7, P))==w,7, p)+YW7, P). 
ProoJ We know by Demazure’s character formula that 
M,(Char H’(X(s,z), yP)*) = Char H”(X(7), Yp)*. 
The proof of the lemma is by induction on I(7). 
If r(t)= 1, then z=s,, 
Y9(id, p) = Char H’(X(id), L$)* 
481/130/2-6 
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and 
Char H’(X(s,), dip)* = ,Yg(s,, p) + 9’9(id, p) 
by the Basis Theorem, which proves the lemma for this case. 
Assume that Z(z) > 1. By the Basis Theorem and by induction we know 
(Recall that if n <z, but n 6 s,z, then s,n <s,z; see [16, Lemma 1.51.) 
Now note that if w  < s,w < s,r, then M,(Y$@(w, p) + Y$I?(s,w, p)) = 
M,(M,(YB(w, p))) = M,(Yg(w, p)), since Mz = M, (Corollary 1.2). 
Hence we get by the Basis Theorem 
M,(Char H’(x(s,~), 5$)*) = M, 
( 
1 Yg(w, p) 
w<s,r > 
= M,(YW,5 PL)) + c M,(YWw, P)), 
W<S.T 
SIW>W 
which proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a Levi subgroup of Sl,,,, 1 and let v be a weight. 
If a is a simple root of the root system of L such that s,z < z and (v, u ) = 0, 
then 
x yz(e’YZ3(z, p)) = 0. 
Proof We know by Lemma 1.4, Section 2.8, and (1.1) that 
xAe”YWs,5 PL)) + xy4e”YW5 P)) = xAe”(M,(YWs,~, P)))) 
= x.dW,(e”)) YW,~, PL)) 
= XY~(e”=-w%T, P)), 
and hence x .,(e”Yg(r, p)) = 0. 
2.9. Now we come to the proof of part (a) of the theorem. If 9 is 
a standard Young tableau of shape p(p) then recall that for 1~ 1 <p, , F(I) 
denotes the Young tableau obtained from .F by deleting the last (pl -I) 
rows. (Recall that we enumerate the rows from the bottom to the top.) 
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Denote by T”(1) the Young tableau obtained from y by deleting the first 
1 rows of 5. Let i,, j, be such that 
l=a,+ ... +aio-l +jO, 
where 1 < j, < a,. Then y(I) is a standard Young tableau of shape p( p[), 
where p/ := cf:: a,~, +jOoiO, and $(I) is a standard Young tableau 
shape p(,C,), where PI := p - p[. If (wr, . . . . wP,) is the minimal defining chain 
for r then (wi , . . . . w,) is a defining chain for r(I). And, by the construction 
of the minimal defining chain in 2.6 it follows that (w,+ r, . . . . wP,) is the 
minimal defining chain for y(f). 
For 0 < I < p1 denote by Q2,,, the set of all standard Young tableaux of 
shape p( /J) such that F(Z) is J.-dominant but y(I+ 1) is not l-dominant. 
Since this induces a partition of all not I-dominant tableaux, by (2.1) it 
suffices to show that 
XY 
( 
c 
e”+v(“) = 0. 
FE&,/ ) 
For 5 E Q,,, with minimal defining chain (wi, . . . . wP,) denote by Q,,(s) 
the set of all standard Young tableaux y-’ of shape p(p) such that 
(w 1, *--, w/+ 1) = (w; 3 ..-, w;+1 ) for the minimal defining chain (w; , . . . . w;,) of 
F’. It is obvious that 52,,,(y) G Q,, and one can find 6, . . . . z E Q,,, such 
that Q,,,= 52,,(5,) u ... u !J,,(yr) is a disjoint union. Hence to prove (a) 
it suffices to show that 
XY 
( 
c 
eA+“(9-‘) =o 
F’s f&./W) ) . 
2.10. Now let 5 E Sz,,, be with minimal defining chain (wi , . . . . w,,). 
If (w;, . ..) w;,) is the minimal defining chain for y’~Q,,,(s), then 
we know that y’(1) =y(1) and w;+~ = w,+i (since (w;, . . . . w;+,)= 
(w 19 “‘> wr+r)). It follows that y’(I) E SD(w,+,,p,). (Recall that 
SD(w I+ r, fir) is the set of all standard Young tableaux of shape p( p,) such 
that the minimal defining chain starts with w,+ r .) It is obvious that the 
map 
is injective. In fact, it is a bijection: indeed, let y” E SD(w,+ , , PI) be with 
minimal defining chain (w;l, . . . . wi, -!). Let the Young tableau y’ be 
defined by S’(l) := y(I) and $‘(I) := g”. Then r-’ is a Young tableau of 
shape p(p). It is easy to see that (w;, . . . . wL,)definedbyw::=wifor ldidl 
and w; := wyer for I+ 1 < i< p1 is a minimal defining chain for y-’ 
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with (w,, . . . . w,+ ,) = (w;, . . . . w;,, ). (Use the construction of the minimal 
defining chain described in 2.6.) 
Hence it follows that 
Xr c ei. + v(.F’) _ > 
-~y(e”+“(~(“‘Y~(w,+,, ji))). 
F’EQi./(T) 
Furthermore, since 9(I) is I-dominant but not y(Z+ 1) we know that 
there exists a simple root u such that 
and 
Here i, is such that the (I+ 1)st row of y is of length i,. The fundamental 
representations of Sl, + i are all minuscule, and hence I( w, + ,(o,), tl ) ) d 1. 
It follows that 
(A+ v(Y-(l)), cl) =o and (w,+ I(%)’ a> = -1. 
But this implies that sawI+, < w,+ ,. Hence we are in the situation of 
Corollary 2.8 (with L = G) and 
~~(e~+“(~(‘))r4p~(w,+~, pI))=O, 
which proves (a). 
2.11. The proof of (b) is in the same spirit. For 0 <I< p1 let Sz,,, 
denote the set of all standard Young tableaux y of shape p(p) such that 
y(I) is L-dominant but r(I+ 1) is not L-dominant. For y E Q,,, with 
minimal defining chain (wl, . . . . wP,) denote by a,,(s) the set of all 
standard Young tableaux 9-l of shape p(p) such that (wi, . . . . w/+ r) = 
(4 7 . . . . 4, 1 ) for the minimal defining chain (w; , . . . . wbl) of y-‘. As above, 
by (2.2), to prove (b) it suffices to show that 
XY’ 
( 
C e v(F') - -0. 
F'ERL,/(F) > 
The argument is the same as above. The map Q,,(s) + SD(w,+ 1, p,) 
given by F-’ H 5’(l) is a bijection and hence 
XY 
( 
c e v(y') = Xrf(eY(r(‘))Y9(w,+ 1, p,)). 
F’EQL,T(F) > 
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Since 5-(I) is L-dominant and y(I+ 1) is not L-dominant there exists a 
simple root tl of the root system of L such that 
and 
Since a is also a simple root Sl,,, we know l(w,+,(wi,,), a)[ < 1. It 
follows that 
(v(y(U), a > = 0 and (wl+l(oio)9 a> = -19 
and hence s,w,+,<w,+,. Using Corollary 2.8 we see 
x yr(ey(r(‘))Y9( WI+ 1, PI)) = 0, 
which proves (b). 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
3.1. To generalize the decomposition formulas of Section 2 we will 
first recall the notion of a Young tableau y for the other simple groups 
developed in [16, 143. For G = Sl,,,, I we have already pointed out in 
Remark 2.5 that if we associate to each row (ii, . . . . i,) of a standard Young 
tableau the corresponding coset r~ in W/W,, then we can look at a 
standard Young tableau r as a sequence of cosets. We will use from now 
on this notion of a Young tableau. We introduce the notion of a 
I-dominant resp. L-dominant Young tableau, which is a straightforward 
generalization of the notion in Section 2. The main result in this paragraph 
will be to show that for the decomposition formulas stated in the proposi- 
tions of 1.5 and 1.6 it suffices to take the Euler characteristic over all 
weights which correspond to I-dominant (resp. L-dominant) Young 
tableaux. The proof of Theorem 3.7 will be given in Section 4. 
In Section 3.8 we show how to translate the results for G = G2 back into 
the classical notion of a Young tableau in the sense of 2.1. Using similar 
ideas, one obtains the definition of a Sp2,,,- resp. Spin,-standard Young 
tableau 9 (where y is a Young tableau in the sense of 2.1) given in the 
Appendix. There Theorem 3.7 will also be reformulated for these groups in 
the language of Sp2,,,- and Spin,,,-standard Young tableaux. As already 
pointed out in the Introduction the notion of a Young tableau which will 
be developed in the following has the advantage of being independent of 
the type of the group. 
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3.2. Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group of rank 
m. We enumerate the fundamental weights wl, . . . . w, as in [l]. If % = 
Cy= i aimi is a dominant weight then, unless otherwise stated, we assume 
throughout the following that a2 = 0 if G is of type Fq, a4 = 0 if G is of type 
E7, and a3 = a4 = a5 = ub = 0 if G is of type E,. Note that this means a, > 1 
only if 1 (oi, fi) 1 d 3 for all roots j3. The geometrical meaning of this condi- 
tion is the following. 
Let Pi be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to the 
fundamental weight oi and let Wi be its Weyl group. Denote by H the 
unique maximal Schubert variety of G/P, of codimension 1 and let [H] be 
the class in the Chow ring Ch(G/P,) of G/P,. For ZE W/W,let X(T) be the 
corresponding Schubert variety. By the formula of Chevalley [4] we know 
that 
Cxb)l. CHI =C d’Cx(Vj)l. 
Here . denotes the multiplication in Ch(G/P,). The sum is taken over all 
Schubert subvarieties of X(r) of codimension 1 and dj = I( oi, pi) 1, where 
qj = rsp, and flj is a root. The number dj is called the multiplicity of X(vj) 
in X(T) and we will denote it by m(r, qj). Now the condition ( (wi, /I)/ < 3 
means that dj 6 3 for all j. 
3.3. A k-chain for a pair (7, K), r, K E W/Wi, is a sequence 
(w Cl, *.., w,, Bl 3 ..., fl,), where wj E W/ Wj for 0 <j< r and /I, is a root for 
l<j<r. And either r=O and Z=W~=K or 
T=W,> ... >Wr=K, l(Wj)=l(Wj-I)- 1, 
Sp,Wj’ Wj- 1 and I(wj(wi), pj)l =k forj= 1, . . . . r. 
If r > 0 this is the same as to say that there exists a sequence of Schubert 
varieties X( 5) = X( wO) 1 . . . xX(w,)=X(rc) in G/P, such that X(wj) is of 
codimension 1 in X(wjP i) and the multiplicity m(w,_ i, wj) is k for j = 
1 ) . ..) r. 
3.4. Let i be such that I ( oi, /?>I < 3 for all roots p. A quadruple 
0 := (y, 6, 6, cp), y, 6, Q, cp E WI Wi, is called admissible, if y 2 6 2 r~ > cp and 
there exist 3-chains for the pairs (y, 6) and (a, cp) and a 2-chain for the pair 
(6, a). Denote by v(0) the weight 
v(e) := 2y(Oi) + d(Oi) + c(wi) + 2q(Wi). 
DEFINITION. Let p = Cy;k aiwi, ak > 1, be a dominant weight. A Young 
tableau of shape p( ,u) is a sequence y = (0, i), k < i < m, 1 < j < ai, 
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where Oi,j = (Y~,~, cS,~, [T~,~, ‘pi,j) is an admissible quadruple with 
Y~,~, ai,,, B~,~, qi,j~ W/Wi. (We assign admissible quadruples only if a,2 1.) 
The Young tableau is called standard if there exists a sequence 0 = 
(O,,), kdidm, ldj<a,, such that 
and 
Oi,j= Cri,j, di,jY ci,j9 @i,jh ri,j, Ai,j, Ci,j, @i,jE W 
ri, j z yi, j mod Wi, Ai,jr6i,jmod W,, 
Ci,j=ai,jmod Wi, Qi, j E ‘pi, j mod Wi 
and rk,1>Ak,12Ck,12@k,12 ... a@,,,, (r=max{iI u,>O}). If F is 
standard then the sequence 0 is called a defining chain for 9. 
Note that if F is standard, then there exists a unique minimal defining 
chain 0 for F (see [ 14, 161, the construction is the same as in Section 2.6). 
As in Section 2 we say that .F is standard on a Schubert variety X(z) t G/B, 
r E W, if r > r,,, for the minimal defining chain 0. The weight v(F) of the 
tableau F is defined as 
i=k j=l 
Remark. Recall that if G = SI,, i then 1 (wi, /?)I < 1 for all roots 8. 
Hence y = 6 = 0 = 4p for all admissible quadruples 8 = (y, 6,6, cp). This is 
how the definition of a Young tableau above specialises to the one given 
for Sf,, L in Section 2. If G is of type B,, C,, or D, then 1 (oi, /?)I < 2 
for all roots and hence y = 6 and (T = cp for all admissible quadruples 8 = 
(y, 6, 0, cp). If one is only interested in these cases one might rather talk 
about admissible pairs then quadruples (see [16]). 
3.5. The main theorem of standard monomial theory states the 
following (see [ 14, 163): 
THEOREM (Basis Theorem). Let G be a simple, simply connected 
algebraic group and let p = x7=, aimi be a dominant weight (such that ui 2 1 
only tf 1 (oi, /?)I < 3 for all roots). Zf X(z) c GJB is a Schubert variety then 
H’(X(z), 2$) has a basis of T-eigenvectors pF culled standard monomials. 
They are indexed by the Young tableaux F of shape p(p) standard on X(z). 
The weight of p,F is -v(F). 
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3.6. For 1 </<a,+ ... +a, let i,,j, be such that I=a,+a,+,+ 
. . . +a,- 1 +jo, where 1 <joGa,,. Denote by v,,,(T), v&Y), v,,JY), 
and v,+(F) the weights 
io- 1 a, jo -- I 
vl,l(y):= C 1 ‘Cei,j)+ 1 v(ei~,j)+2yi~,,,(wi~) 
v (J ) =:,k(;):B. o- . 
1.2 * ,l 
.(i;’ 
10, JO 10 
vl,3(y) := v/*(r) + Oio, jot”io) 
io- 1 a, 
v/4(y) := v,,3(y) + 2rPio,jo(oio)= C C v(ei,j) + : v(Bio,j)* 
i=k j-1 j= 1 
The Young tableau F is uniquely determined by the sequence 
v1,1(a v I,z(~), VI,~~), v,,,LU, . . . . v(ak+ +u,).d~) = WY-). 
3.7. Let p = Cy!“=, aimi, ak 2 1, be a dominant weight such that 
ai > 0 only if I( oi, 8) ) < 3 for all roots. 
DEFINITION. If L is a Levi subgroup of G then a standard Young 
tableau 5 of shape p( ,u) is called L-dominant, if all the weights 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of L. 
If A is an arbitrary dominant weight then a standard Young tableau of 
shape p(p) is called I-dominant if all the weights 
61+ v,,,(Y), 62 + vl,z(F), 612 + v,,,(F), 611 
+ v,,,tm, . . . . 6A+v(,+ ._. +a,j,JF)=6A+6v(F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of G. 
Let 1 and ,u be as above. 
THEOREM. (a) The decomposition of a tensor product VA @I V, of two 
simple G-modules of highest weights I and p is given by 
where F runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p(p) that are 
I-dominant. 
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(b) The decomposition of a simple G-module V, of highest weight p 
into simple L-modules U, of highest weight v is given by 
where F runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p(p) that are 
L-dominant. 
3.8. In the following example we want to show how to “translate” 
the notion of a standard Young tableau in the sense of 3.4 into the usual 
notion of a Young tableau. 
Let G be the simple algebraic group of type G2 with maximal torus T. 
Let CX~, CQ be a basis of the root system such that CI~ is a short root. Denote 
the reflections s,, by si and s,* by s2. The Weyl group of G has the elements 
w 0 
T5 
f4 
23 
f2 
Tl 
o/o\0 
B-4 loi 
wg = S,S2SIS2S1S2 
45 (65 = ~1~2~1~2~1 
z5 = S~SlS2S,S2 
44 (64 = S2SlS2Sl 
T4=SIS2S,S2 
43 43 =s1s2sI 
T3 = S2SlS2 
42 42 = f2Sl 
z2=s,s2 
41 $4 =s1, 
z1 =s2 
id 
and K 2 6 for K, 6 E W if and only if K is above 6 in the diagram. 
The simple G-module VW, is 7-dimensional. The Weyl group operates 
transitively on the nonzero weights. Note that the weight space corre- 
sponding to the trivial weight has dimension one. We choose a basis 
{e , 9 *-*, e,} of VW, of weight vectors such that e, is a highest weight vector 
and e7 is the weight vector corresponding to the trivial weight. Since W/W, 
is linearly ordered, we can identify W/W, with the set { 1, . . . . 6) such that 
if i,, i, correspond to rc,, ~~ E W/W,, then .ei/ is of weight rci(w,) and 
~~2~2 if and only if i,ai,: 
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Note that m(4, 3) = 2. Hence the admissible quadruples are 
(1, 1, 1, 11, (2,Z 2, 2), (3, 3, 3, 3L (494, 3, 3), (4,4,4,4), 
(5, 5, 5, 51, (6, 66, 6). 
To every admissible quadruple we associate a Young tableau F (in the 
sense of 2.1) of shape p(6). We list the associated tableaux in the same 
order as the admissible quadruples above: 
1233456 
1233456 
1233456 
1234456 
1234456 
1 2 3 4 4 5 6. 
Note that if 5 is the associated tableau of an admissible quadruple 8, then 
the weight of 0 is 
v(~)=~(c,(~)-c~(~))w~ +km-~,(5))(-~4 +o,) 
+ (c,(3) - +(4))(20, - 4). 
We will refer to these tableaux as admissible sixtuples of rows. 
The G-module L!*V,, decomposes into the direct sum V,, 0 VW2 and 
e, A e2 is a highest weight vector of weight w2, A vector e; A ej, 1 < i < 
j< 6, is a weight vector in Voz of weight K(OJ for some K E W/W, if and 
only if 
(6 j) = (1, 21, (1, 31, (2,4), (3, 5), (4, 61, (5,6). 
We identify W/W, with the pairs above. Note that W/W, is linearly 
ordered and rcr > IQ if and only if i, > i, and j, > j, for the corresponding 
pairs (il,jl), (i2,h): 
id 52 JIS2 ~2~I~Z SISZJ-IQ ~23I~2~I~Z 
0 -- 0 
(1%2) ~1~3) ~2~4) (3,5) (4.6) (536) 
Here a pair (i,, j,) is connected with m((il, j,), (i2, j,)) lines with the pair 
(iz, j,). Hence the admissible quadruples are 
((1,2), (1321, (L2), (L2)) ((1,3), (1,3), (1,3), (1, 3)) 
((2,4h (1, 31, (1, 31, (1, 3)) ((2,4), (2,4), (z4), (1, 3)) 
((2,4)> (2,4), (Z4L (Z4)) ((3, 51, (3, 51, G&4), (1, 3)) 
((3,5), (3,519 c&4), (Z4)) ((3, 51, (3,5), (3,5), (395)) 
((4, 61, (3, 5), (2,4), (1, 3)) ((4,617 (3, 51, (2941, (274)) 
((4,619 (3, 51, (3, 51, (3, 5)) ((4, 61, (4, 6h (4, 6), (3, 5)) 
((4,619 (4,619 (4, 61, (4,611 ((5, 6), (5, 61, (5,6), (5, 6)). 
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To every admissible quadruple we associate a Young tableau (in the sense 
of 2.1) of shape ~(6, 6). We will refer to them as admissible sixtuples of 
rows. We list them in the same order as the admissible quadruples above: 
12 13 13 13 24 13 24 35 13 24 35 35 46 56 
12 13 13 13 24 13 24 35 13 24 35 35 46 56 
12 13 13 24 24 24 24 35 24 24 35 46 46 56 
12 13 13 24 24 35 35 35 35 35 35 46 46 56 
12 13 24 24 24 35 35 35 46 46 46 46 46 56 
12 13 24 24 24 35 35 35 46 46 46 46 46 56. 
Note that if y is the associated tableau of an admissible quadruple 8 then 
~(4 = b(cAl) - cA6)h + (c,(2) - c,(5))(-0, + 02) 
+ (~(3) - +(4w0, -Ed. 
If /A = a, oi + u202 is a dominant weight and y = (O,,j) is a standard 
Young tableau of shape p(p) in the sense of 3.4 then we associate to r a 
Young tableau F-’ of shape p(6a, + 6a,, 6a,) in the sense of 2.1. We define 
y’ to be the tableau having the admissible sixtuple of rows corresponding 
to 8i,! as (6Z- 5)th up to the 61th row and having the admissible sixtuple 
corresponding to 8,,! as (6(u, + I) - 5)th up to the 6(u, + I)th row. Using 
the description of the order in the Weyl group above it is easy to see that 
the map f H y’ induces a bijection between the standard Young tableaux 
y of shape p(p) in the sense of 3.4 and the Young tableaux of shape 
p(6ui + 6u,, 6u,) in the sense of 2.1 having the following properties: 
(i) The entries in the columns are not decreasing (from the top to 
the bottom). 
(ii) For all 1= 1, . . . . a, + a, the subtableau consisting of the (6Z- 5)th 
up to the 61th row is an admissible sixtuple of rows. 
We refer to these Young tableaux as G,-standard Young tableaux. 
Now we are able to translate the decomposition formulas in the 
language of G ,-standard Young tableaux. 
Let p = a, w1 + u202 be a dominant weight and let 5 be a G ,-standard 
Young tableau of shape p(6u, + 6u2, 6~2,). For 1 < 1~ 6~7, + 6~2, denote by 
v,(9) the weight 
v,(y)= (c~~,)(l)-c~~,,(6))ol +(c,,,,(2)-c,,,,(~))(-o, +a,) 
+ h,(3) - +d4)w, -d). 
The weight of the tableau is defined as v(y) := vdo, +6u2(y)/6. 
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If L is a Levi subgroup of G, then we say that y is L-dominant if all the 
weights 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of L. 
If 1 is a dominant weight, then we say that r is I-dominant if all the 
weights 
62 + v,(F), . . . . a+ ~60, + 6az(F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of G z. 
By Theorem 3.7 we get 
where y runs over all G,-standard Young tableaux of shape 
p(6a, + 6a,, 6a,) that are I-dominant and 
where 9 runs over all G,-standard Young tableaux of shape p(6a, + 6a,, 
6~2,) that are L-dominant. 
For example, if A=o, and p=o, +w, then the I-dominant 
G,-standard Young tableaux are 
12 13 12 13 12 12 
12 13 12 13 12 12 
12 13 12 13 12 12 
12 13 12 13 12 12 
12 24 12 13 12 12 
12 24 12 13 12 12 
6 3 3 2 2 1 
6 3 3 2 2 1 
6 3 3 2 2 1 
6 4 4 2 2 1 
6 4 4 2 2 1 
6 4 4 2 2 1 
We get the decomposition 
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4. THE hOOF 
4.1. The idea of the proof will be the same as in Section 2: namely 
to give a partition of those tableaux which are not A-dominant (resp. not 
L-dominant), such that the corresponding character is of the form 
e”‘Y9(z, p’) as in 2.10. And then we use the “character formula” of 
Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 1.4 to show that the Euler characteristic over the 
weights corresponding to not I-dominant (resp. not L-dominant) Young 
tableaux is zero. 
4.2. In fact, we are going to prove a more general decomposition 
formula. Let J. be an arbitrary dominant weight for L and let p = x7= 1 aiai 
be a dominant weight for G such that ai > 0 only if ) (oi, fl) I< 3 for all 
roots fi. 
We say that a standard Young tableau of shape p(p) is (L, I)-dominant 
if all the weights 
6A+-v,,,(f), 61+~,,,(~),6;l+v~,~(~),6~ 
+ v,,,(F), . . . . 6J.+ v(,+ .._ +amJ/,(F) = 61+ 6v(F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of L. 
Claim. Denote by U, a simple L-module of highest weight 1. The 
decomposition of the L-module U,@ resL VP into simple L-modules is 
given by 
where 5 runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape p( CL) that are 
(L, I)-dominant. 
Note that part (a) of the theorem follows from the cairn for L = G and 
part (b) follows from the claim for I = 0. 
4.3. Proof of the claim. First we proceed as in Section 1. Let 
UIQres, V,= U,,@ ... 0 U,$ 
be a decomposition into simple L-modules. Denote by wL the longest word 
in the Weyl, group W, of L. Let wG be the longest word in W and let 
W’E W be such that Z(wL)+ l(w’)= l(wG) and wtw’ = wG. Again, as in 
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Section 1, using the Euler characteristic, Demazure’s character formula, 
and Lemma 1.4 we obtain 
U:@res, VT = i xy(eyI) 
i=l 
= ri;, xdK&“‘)) 
= x ,(Char U1 @ resL V,) 
= xr4M,,(e’.) ~w,Ww~(e”)))~ 
Now using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 1.5 we get 
xr4Mw,(e”) M,,(Mde@))) = xy4e”Mw,Ww4e9)) 
= ~y~(e”M,,(ep)) 
= x ,,,(e’ Char VU). 
Now it follows by the Basis Theorem that 
where in the last sum 5 runs over all standard Young tableaux of shape 
p(p). To prove the claim it remains to show that 
where r’ runs over all not (L, A)-dominant standard Young tableaux of 
shape p(p). Before we can do this we need some facts about admissible 
quadruples (some of them can be found in [ 14)). 
4.4. Let O= (y, 6, 0, VP) be an admissible quadruple where 
y, 6, U, cp E W/ Wi (again i is such that 1 (oi, /I)[ < 3 for all roots). For a 
simple root a denote by (a, 6, c, d) the quadruple 
(a, b, C, 4 := ((Y(Oi), a>, . . . . (cp(~,), a)). 
Note that if r = sgw, where W, r E W/ Wj and /I is a root, then 
(4wiL a> = (w(oi), a> - (w(Wi)t B>(P, a>. 
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Hence the admissible condition on (y, 6, 0, cp) implies that 
arbmod3, c=dmod 3, and bEcmod2. (4.1) 
LEMMA. If there exists a k-chain for the pair (T, q), z, q E WI Wi, and IX is 
a simple root such that 
i 
(t(~~), a > < 0 and (q(oi), a> > 0 
(z(wi), a> <O and (q(~i), a> 3 0 I 
then there exists also a k-chain for 
(73 s,v) 
1 I (%I? ?I . 
Proof Assume first that (q(oi), a) > 0 and (r(o,), cl) < 0. If 
(w 0, ...? wi-2 81, .“, Br) is a k-chain for (r, q), then let p be such that 
(wl(oi),ol)>O for lap and (wPP1(wi),a)<O. Note that if Ibp+l, 
then we have for /I; := s,( p,) 
4s,wi-I)=4&wi)+ 1, q?~(wi)=%w,-1 
It follows that (s,wP, . . . . s,w,, fib+ ,, . . . . /?>) is a k-chain for (s,wP, s,v]). 
Now w,-,>w, and (w,-l(oi),a)50 implies that s,wP<wP_i. But 
Z(s, wP) = I(w,) + 1 = I(w,_ i ) and hence s, wP = wP- r. The k-chain for 
(r, s,q) is obtained by taking the k-chains for (T, wP ~, ) and (wP- i, s,q). 
The proof for the case (q(o,), a) 2 0 and (r(o,), a) < 0 is similar. 
4.5. LEMMA. If/? is a root such that (q(oi), /I) = 3 and I(spq) = l(v) + 1 
for some q E WI Wi, then there exists a simple root a such that s,q = ssq and 
(q(Oi), a > = 3. 
Proof Note first that s,yl =ssyl implies that (~(a~), a) = (q(wi), j?) 
(recall that I(q(oi), /I)1 is the multiplicity of X(q) in X(s,q) (see 3.2). 
The proof is by induction on I(q) (compare [16, Lemma 2.61. Let [ be 
a minimal element in W/ Wi such that there exists a root j? with r = sgc, 
l(7) = Z(c) + 1, and ([(o,), /I) = 3. If there exists no simple root a’ with 
r = s,,[, then choose r’ E W/Wi and a simple root a such that r’ < T and 
S,T’ = r. There exists a c’ E W/ Wi such that [’ < T’ and s,c’ = [ (see [ 16, 
Lemma 1.51. We get for p’ :=s,(p) 
SB’ 5’ = x1, Z(z’) = Z(i’) + 1, and (i’(wi)9 B’> = (5Cwi)9 B> = 3T 
contradicting the minimality assumption on i. 
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Now assume that 9 is an element of W’/Wi and ,L? is a root such that z = 
s,~, /(T) = I(q) + 1, and (q(w,), /I> = 3. There exists a simple root a with 
cp := s,t -CT. If cp #q, then there exists a 19 < q with s,8 = q. Denote s,(p) 
by y. Then s,8 = q,, I(0) + 1 =1(p), and (e(w,), y) = (q(wi), fl> = 3. By 
induction hypothesis we know that we can choose y to be a simple root. 
Now z = s,s,,e = sBs, 0 and hence 
T(“i) = 4wmm = e(wi) + 37 + Pa, 
where P = < Cp(Oi), a>, 
t(mi) = 9(h(e(d)) = e(4 + qa + 3P, 
where q = (8(cui), a}. It follows that 38 = 3y + (p - q)a. Since y and a are 
simple roots, we know that p = q mod 3. But 1~ p, q G 3 implies that p = q 
and hence y = 8, proving the lemma. 
4.6. COROLLARY. Assume that there exists a 3-chain for (z, q), 
T, I]E WW,. if tl is a simple root such that - 12 (r(w,), a) b -2 or 
1< (I, a) ~2, then (z(wi), a) = (q(oi), a) and there exists a 3-chain 
for hi, ~7). 
Proof: If (w,, . . . . w,, /Ii, . . . . /?,) is a 3-chain for (T, q), where p,, . . . . 8, are 
simple roots (because of Lemma 4.5), then we know 
(wj-~(~i),a>=(wj(~i),a>-3(~j,a>, 
and hence 
<wj(Oi), a> s (T(0i)9 a> s (D(Oi), a> mod 3. 
Since ( (tc(o,), a) I < 3 for all K E W/ Wi it follows that 
1 G ICwj(Wi), a>l,<2 and a # /Ij for all j. 
Since a and /Ii are simple roots we know ( ai, a) ,< 0. Since ( w,(wi), a) > 0 
(resp. ( w,(oi), a) to), this implies that (pi, a) =0 for j= 1, . . . . r. Hence 
(wj(oi), a> = (q(wi), a}= (r(oi), a) for j=O, . . . . r and (splwO, . . . . s,w,, 
P , , . . . . fi,) is a 3-chain for (s, r, s, ye). 
4.7 For an admissible quadruple 8 = (y, 6, 0, p), y, 6, cr, (o E WJ W,, 
and a simple root a denote by (a, b, c, d) the quadruple ((y(o,), a>, . . . . 
<cP(0i)9 E>). 
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COROLLARY. (i) Zf c<O and d>O, then (c,d)=(-3,0),(-3,3), 
(f&O), or (0, 3). 
(ii) Zfb<O, then cf3. 
(iii) If b < 0 and c, d > 0, then (c, d) = (2, 2). 
ProoJ (i) is a consequence of Corollary 4.6 and (4.1). Now assume 
that b 6 0 and c = 3. It follows by Lemma 4.4 that 0’ = (y, 6, s,e, cp) is an 
admissible quadruple. Since v(0) and v(W) are weights in V,, we know that 
v(0) - v(P) = f~ is an element of the root lattice, which is a contradiction. 
If bQ0 and c, d>O, then c#3 by (ii) and c=d (for czd mod 3). Hence 
8’ := (y, 6, ~~0, s, cp) is an admissible quadruple by Corollary 4.6 and 
Lemma 4.4. Since v(0) - v(P) = i(c + 2d)a is an element of the root lattice, 
we know that c + 2d = 3c = 0 mod 6. 
4.8. Now we come back to the proof of the claim. As in 2.8 denote 
for a dominant weight p = Cy’“=k aiwi, ak > 1, and r E W by SD(r, p) the set 
of all standard Young tableaux 9 of shape p(p) such that r = Z,, I for the 
minimal chain 0 of y. And let YQ(r, p) be defined by 
If c1 is a simple root such that s,r <z then the “character formula” of 
Lemma 2.8 
M,(~W,? PL)) = ~W&? P) + YWT, PL) (4.2) 
still holds, since for the proof we needed a Basis Theorem and Demazure’s 
character formula (which holds in general). As a consequence, 
Corollary 2.8 also holds. 
If v is a weight and a is a simple root of the root system of the Levi sub- 
group L such that (v, a ) = 0 and s,r < T, then 
Xr,(e”Y9(z, p)) = 0. (4.3) 
4.9. As in Section 2 for 0 < I< ak + . . . + a, we break a standard 
Young tableau 5 and its minimal defining chain 0 into two parts: 
no, Q(O and m, m. 
To be precise, if I= 0 then set f(O) = y and Q(O) = 0. Denote by y(O) 
and O(0) the empty sequences. For 1~ 1~ uk + . . . + a, let i,, j, be such 
that Z=ak+ak+,+ ... + ai,- I + j,, where 1 Q j0 < a,. Denote by ZQ the 
weight Cp:i aiwi + j,w, and by p, the weight p- pr. Then y(Z) = (e(Z), j) 
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is a Young tableau of shape p( pl) with defining chain O(I) = (O(l),.j) 
where 6(l), j and O(I), j are given by 
8(z),,j:=8i,j 
o(l)i,j := 0, j 
for kdi<i,-1, ldjdai,andl~j~j,fori=i,. 
The Young tableau y(1)= (&((l)i,j) is of shape p(p(l)) with minimal 
defining chain @(I) = (d(l)i,j) where 8(1)i,j and &i,j are defined by 
8(1)i,j := e,,j 
B(Z), j := Gi, j for i,+l<i<m, l<j<a, 
and 
6(z)io, j := &io, jo+ j 
for 1 djQa,-j,. 
Note that v,+(y) = 6v(y(I)). 
For Odf<a,+ ... +a, denote by Q, the set of all standard Young 
tableaux of shape p(p) such that y(Z) is (L, A)-dominant but 5(Z+ 1) is 
not (L, A)-dominant. Since this induces a partition of all standard Young 
tableaux of shape p( 11) that are not (L, I)-dominant, to prove the claim it 
suffices to show that 
x Y’ 
( 
e” c e4.v =o 
TED, > . 
4.10. To prove this we will give a partition a,-, = 
Q,- ,(S’) u ... u Q,- ,(y-s) of Q,_ i. In the general case it will not be true 
anymore that x y.(e’ &-..ER,-,(~IJ e@-‘)) = 0 as in the case of G = SI, + i. 
But we will show that there exists a partition p, u . . . u pI of { 1, . . . . s> such 
that #pi < 3 and 
j(,. eA 1 c 
( 
e’(-- =o 
jep, F'eR,-~(FJ) > 
for all l<j$t. 
Consider y E O,- i with minimal defining chain 0. Let i,, j, be such that 
I=u~+u~+~+ ... +uio~,+j,, where l<j,<a,. Set 19,,~,=(~,6,a,cp) 
and O,,, = (r, A, Z, @). Since i 1 (v(e,,,), /I)1 < 3 and 5(I) is not 
(L, A)-dominant we know that there exists a simple root c1 of the root 
system of L such that 
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O<(A+v(F(l--l)),a)<2, 
and either (2 + v(F(l- 1)) + ;(2y(o,)), a) < 0 
or <A + v(F(l- 1)) + 6(2y(w,) + a(~,)), a) c 0 
or (A + v(F(Z- 1)) + :(2y(w,) + 6(0,) + a(o,,)), a) < 0 
or (A+ v(F(l)), a) c 0. (4.4) 
4.11. We consider first the case where 
(A + v(F(l- l)), a) = 0 and (A+ v(rU- 1)) + f y(qJ, a > < 0, 
which implies that s, y < y. Denote by O,- i(S) the set of all standard 
Young tableaux F-’ of shape p(p) such that @‘(/ - 1) = @(l- 1) and 
rg,jO = r for the minimal defining chain 0’ of F’. Then 52,- i(S) c sZ,- i. 
As in Section 2 it is easy to see that the map .Q- i(F) + SD(T, fir-i) 
defined by F’ H $‘(Z- 1) is a bijection. Hence it follows by (4.3) that 
XY, 
( 
c 
ei+vw’) - 
> 
-~~,(e”+“(~(‘-l))~Pg(r, prel))=O, 
3-‘GO/-,(F) 
since by assumption we know that s,y < y and hence s,r< r (because r 
is a lift for y). 
4.12. Throughout the following we may assume that 
S,Y>Y if (A+v(F(f-l)),a)=O. 
Since s,y > y implies that (y(w,), a) 20, using Corollary 4.7 and (4.1) it 
easy to see that 
and 
0 2 (A+ v(.F(l)), a) > -2 
(2 + v(F(l- 1)) + +y(o,), a) > 0 for FEE,-,. (4.5) 
We will first discuss the case where (1+ v(F(l)), a) = 0 or - 2. 
Let ib,jb be such that I+ 1 =ak+ak+i+ ... +a,;,+jb, where 1 <jb< 
ai6. Denote rib,jir by Y, If 
(A+ v(F(Z)), a) = 0 and s,Y< Y, 
then denote by Q,-,(F) the set of all standard Young tableaux F-’ such 
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that Q’(l) = Q(1) and r:6,,6 = Y for the minimal defining chain 0’ of 3’. It 
follows that sZ,-i(F) cQ,-,. Using the same arguments as above we get 
XY’ c e 
i+ v(.F’) _ 
> 
- x y.(ei + ‘(“(‘))YS( Y, Pi)) = 0. 
9-‘ER(-,(T) 
4.13. We will see that the cases 
and 
(n+v(~(l)),a)=o, s,Y'>Y 
(A + v(F(l)), a) = -2 
belong closely together. Let i,, jO, ib, jb be as above. Let F1 = (O:j) E O,-, 
be a standard Young tableau of shape p(p) such that (A + v(F(l)), cr) = 0 
and s, Y > Y (where Y = Ti6,ji, for the minimal defining chain 0’ = (Oi,j) 
of 5’). Set t9i0 ‘o = (y’, 6l, ol, cp’). Using Corollary 4.7 (and (4.5)) one can 
show that (b’f(wi,,), cr) = -3 and (cp’(o,,,), a) =3. Denote by F2 the 
Young tableau defined by 
and 
F-2(1- 1) := 5’(1- l), 'f,,jo := (Y1, 61, 01, Sa(P1), 
Y”Z(f) := P(Z). 
((y’, 6’, cl, s,cp’) is an admissible quadruple by Lemma 4.4.) Then F2 is a 
standard Young tableau of shape p(p) with minimal defining chain Q2 
defined by 
and 
Q2(Z- 1) := @(I- l), Of,, j. := (r’, A’, C’, s,@‘), 
&2(l) := d’(l). 
(Note that s,@’ > @‘, but since Z’ 2 @ and s,C’ <,Z’ we know that 
s,@l< 2 and hence Q2 is a defining chain. Using the following remark 
one can easily see that Q2 is the minimal defining chain.) The standard 
Young tableau F2 has the properties 
JT2E0 I-13 2 + v(F-2(/)) = A+ v(.P(l))- cc, 
(2 + v(S2(Z)), cc) = -2, 
and 
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Remark. We should point out certain properties of the minimal lifts in 
Deodhar’s Lemma which will be used several times. They follow easily 
from the uniqueness of the lifts: For y, CJ E W/W,, y > G, let Z E W be the lift 
for IJ and let LIZ W be the unique minimal lift for y such that r> Z: If a 
is a simple root such that s,y > y or y > s,y > 0 and s,T> C then s,T is a 
minimal lift for s,y such that s,T 2 Z. If y > s,e > 0 and r> s,C, then r 
is the minimal lift for y such that ras,Z. And if a is a simple root such 
that s,cr < rr and s,y < y then r is the minimal lift for y such that r> s,C. 
Young 
4.14. On the other hand let F2 = (e&) EQ,- i be a standard 
tableau with minimal defining chain O2 = (O&) such that 
(2 + v(9*(1)), a) = -2 and s, Y > Y (where Y = Z&). Set 0:,, = 
(y’, 6*, cr*, (p*). Then using Corollary 4.7 (and (4.5)) one can chow that 
(o*(o,), a) = ((p*(o,), a) = -3. Denote by y-’ the Young tableau of 
shape p(p) defined by 
and 
+(I- 1) :=P(Z- l), e:o, jo := (Y*Y 62, O*> s0,(P2)Y 
P(Z) := P(Z). 
Note that (4(0,), a) = -3 and hence (y*, 6*, a*, s,cp’) is an admissible 
quadruple. F’ is standard with minimal defining chain @l defined by 
@(Z- 1) := 02(1- l), tqo,, := (r*, A', c*, s/P), 
and 
9’(Z) := d*(r). 
(Note that s,@ e @, but since @ > Y and s, Y > Y we know that s,@ 2 Y 
and hence 0’ is a defining chain. To show that 0’ is minimal use 
Remark 4.13.) The standard Young tableau r1 has the properties 
F-‘EQ,-1, A+ v(.F’(Z)) = 2 + v(S*(Z)) + a, (A+v(F-‘(Z)), a) =O, 
and 
sar;b,jb(=~. ul)> r;b,jb. 
4.15. It follows that the map y-’ I+ y* (defined by the construc- 
tion above) from the set of all standard Young tableaux y-’ in Q,-, such 
that 
(A+v(F’(l)),a)=O and s,r;b,jb(=~,lu) >r;b,jb 
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to the set of all standard Young tableaux F2 in sZ,- I such that 
(A+ v(F-2(1)), cc) = -2 
is bijective. 
and SJ-;6,j6( =s,Y)>rfb,jb 
Denote by Q,-,(F-‘) (resp. 52,-,(F2)) the set of all standard Young 
tableaux F’ such that O’(Z) = O’(I) (resp. O’(Z) = O’(I)) and T:6,jb = Y for 
the minimal defining chain 0’ of F’. If there exists a standard Young 
tableau F3 such that 
03(Z) = 02(E) and lyib = s, Y, (4.6) 
then denote by Q,_ i(F3) the set of all standard Young tableaux 9’ such 
that O’(l) = G3(/) and T:b,j;, = s, Y. If such a Young tableau F3 does not 
exist then denote by 52,-,(F3) the empty set. Note that in this case 
SD(s,Y, p,) is empty for otherwise let ~ESD(S, Y, p,) be with minimal 
defining chain E. Then the Young tableau F3 of shape p(,u) defined by 
F’(1) := F2(1) and T’(1) := 5 would be standard with minimal defining 
chain O3 defined by Q3(1) := O’(1) and d’(1) := B and of the choosen kind. 
Note that 
Q,- 1(Y’,2*3 ) := () Q,~,(~-‘)eQ,&,. 
i=l 
Now using again the map F H p’(1), (4.2), and Lemma 1.4 we get 
XY, c 
ei + v(S’) 
9-‘E R,- ,(zT’JJ) ) 
= x y,(eA +v(~2(‘qEB( Y, /iI) + Yqs, Y, /.&))) 
+ x y’( (e”: + v(~‘w9( Y, /iI)) 
= X.,(e”+y(g*(‘))M,(~~( Y, /i[))) + ~y.(e”+v(~‘?Y9( Y, ,li,)) 
= x ys(M,(e” + v(r2(‘))) 99( Y, Pr)) + x y,(eA + v(y’(‘))Y9( Y, p,)). 
Since (A + v(F’(I)), CY) = -2 we know by (1.1) that 
x yz(M,(e” + v(r2(r))) Y9( Y, p,)) = -xy(e” + v(F2u))+ “99( Y, PI)). 
But 1+ v(F2(1)) + c1= A + v(F-‘(l)) and hence 
XY, 
( 
c 
,1+w7 =o 
9-‘En,-,(r’.*J) > . 
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4.16. Finally we remark that if y3 E sZ,- i with minimal defining 
chain O3 is such that 
(I. + v(S3(1)), a) = -2 
then set Y := ~,r;~, jb. Since SD(s, Y, PI) is not empty (note that #‘(/) is 
an element of SD(s, Y, PI)) we know by (4.2) that ,SD( Y, p,) is not empty. 
For YE SD( Y, fi,) define the Young tableau y2 of shape p(p) by y’(1) := 
F3(1) and f’(1) := Y. Again, one can check that y2 is standard, 
(2 + v(r2(f)), cc) = -2, and ~,rf~,~~ > Tfb,jb for the minimal defining 
chain Q2 of F2. But this means that F2 and y3 are a pair of the kind 
considered in (4.6). Using the construction in Section 4.14 we can find a 
standard Young tableau 5’ such that the triple r-‘, y2, r3 is of the kind 
above, which finishes this case. 
Hence, by (4.5) and the assumptions made at the beginning of 
Section 4.12 it remains to consider the case where y EQ,- i is such that 
(A. + v(F(l)), a) = -1. 
4.17. Now assume that (A+ v(r(l)), a) = -1. Let io, jo, ib, jb be 
as above and denote ‘pi,: j,,. by (7, 6, 0, q), O,,jo by (r, A, C, @), and rib,ji, 
by Y, where 0 is the minimal defining chain for y. Let !ZP,(y) be the 
set of all standard Young tableaux y-’ of shape p(p) such that O’(l) = O(Z) 
and T;6,jb = Y for the minimal defining chain 0’ of F’. Note that 
Q,P,(s)~ ,QP,. Again, using the map ~‘++$‘(I) we see that 
c 
,A + v(9-‘) = ,i + vc9v))y~( y, fi,), 
F'ER/-l(.T) 
If SD(s, Y, fi,) is empty, then we know by (4.2) that s, Y> Y and 
M,(Y9( Y, PI)) = 99( Y, ii/). Hence we get by (1.1) 
x Y' c 
ei.+w-‘) =Xy;(e 
> 
A + “(r(‘))s2( Y, PI)) 
.T’ER,-,(F) 
= xy,(eA + “‘~““M,(Ycq Y, ii,))) 
= 1 .,(M,(e”+ v(r(‘))) YB( Y, $,)) = 0, 
since (A + v(y(l)), cl) = -1. 
If SD(s, Y, p,) is not empty, then let t be an element of SD(s, Y, p,) with 
minimal defining chain Z. Denote by y2 the Young tableau of shape p(p) 
defined by s2(/) := y(f) and F(I) := 5. Then 9’ is standard with minimal 
defining chain O2 defined by 
Q2(l- 1) := Q(I- 1) and Q2(Z) := E 
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and 
(C A, 2, .L@), if (cp(w,), cc) =O 
o;, j. := 
and either s,@ > @ and s, Y 6 @ 
ors,@<@ands,Y<s,@; 
@io..io else. 
To check that y2 is standard note that using Corollary 4.7 one can show 
that 
either (cp(w,), cc) < 0 and hence s,@ < @; 
and hence SJ < Z and s, @ is a lift for q. 
Now in the first case s,@ < @ and Y< @ implies that s, Y d @. In the 
second case C 2 @ and s,C < C implies that L: 3 s, Q, and hence either C 2 
s,@ > s, Y or Z > @ B s, Y. This shows that O2 is a defining chain for F2. 
The minimality follows by Remark 4.13. 
Denote by sZ,- ,(P) the set of all standard Young tableaux F’ of shape 
p(p) such that S’(l) = F’(l) and r;b,j;, = s, Y for the minimal defining 
chain 0’ of F. Then 
c 
,n + v(T’) = & + vu))yg(sa y, fi,), 
.T'En,-,(sq 
By (4.2), Lemma 1.4, and (1.1) we get (we assume without loss of 
generality s, Y > Y) 
XY 
( 
c 
& + !49-‘) 
9-,ER,-,(T)“R,-,(F2) > 
= &+?” + “(‘-y%q Y, fi[) + Yqs, Y, P,))) 
= jy+“+ “‘~““M,(Y9( Y, ii,))) 
= x y~(M,(e” + v(s-(‘))) 99( Y, fir)) = 0 
by (1.1) since (A+v(F(l)), X) = -1. 
4.18. Now 4.114.17 show that it is possible to find F’, . . . . FSc 
Q,-, such that Q~~,=Q,~,(~-‘)u . ..Q.-,(F-“) is a partition (where 
Q,- ,(Si) is defined according to the cases 4.11-4.17). And, it is possible to 
choose 5’ > . ..? F-” in such a way that there exists a partition pi, . . . . pI of 
{ 1, . . . . S} such that for 
sz,- I(P,) := (j Q,L ,(Y) 
ie P, 
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we have 
XY, 
( 
c 
e”+“‘.v) =o 
F’EQ/-I(Pi) > 
for all i = 1, . . . . t. But this shows that 
XYf ( c 
el+vw) =o 
.TER,-, 1 
which proves the claim. 
APPENDIX 
A.l. In the following we will give a translation of the notion of a 
standard Young tableau in the sense of 3.4 in the usual notion of a Young 
tableau (as in 2.1) for G = Sp2,,, and Spin,. We will not prove the 
equivalence of the notion of a G-standard Young tableau defined in the 
following and the notion defined in 3.4. This can be derived using similar 
ideas as in 3.8 and Lemma 12.4 and 12.6 in [Ml. Such a translation has 
partially been done in [ 121. 
In the following we mean by a Young tableau always a Young tableau 
in the sense of 2.1. We say that a Young tableau is standard if the entries 
are strictly increasing in the rows and not decreasing in the columns. (We 
drop the condition that the entries are smaller or equal to m + 1 in 2.1.) 
A.2. Spzm- and Spinz,+ ,-standard Young tableau. For the 
fundamental weights we use the same notation as in [l]. To a dominant 
weight 1= Cy= i aimi we associate the partition p(l) = (pi, . . . . p,) with 
pi = J$“= i 2aj for G = Spzm and pi = cJ”‘=;.’ 2aj + a,,, for G = Spin,, + , . 
Let r = (i, , . . . . i,) be a row of length t d m such that if ii is an entry of the 
row then 2m + 1 - ii is not an entry of this row and the entries are smaller 
or equal to 2m. For i= 1, . . . . m denote by si(r) the row defined as follows: 
If i<m and i+l and 2m+l-iare entries of the row r 
then si(r) is the row obtained from r by replacing the 
entry i + 1 by i and the entry 2m + 1 - i by 2m - i. Else we 
set si(r) := r. If i = m and G = Spin,,+ I and m + 1 is an 
entry of the row r, then denote by si(r) the row obtained 
from r by replacing the entry m + 1 by m. Else we set 
s,(r) := r. 
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We say that a pair of rows (r, r’) is admissible, if r = r’ or if there exists a 
sequence of different rows (r,,, . . . . rk) such that 
r=ro, r’ = rk, and Si,(r,- 1) = rj for I= 1, . . . . k 
and some integers i,, . . . . i, E { 1, . . . . m}. 
For G = Sp2,,, or Spin,, + , a Young tableau y of shape p(A) is called 
G-standard if the following holds: 
(1) The tableau y is standard, contains only integers smaller or 
equal to 2m, and the integers i and (2m + 1 - i) do not occur in the same 
row. 
(2) If G = Sp2,,, then set p7 = pi /2 and if G = Spin,, + i then set p7 = 
(pl -a,)/2. Denote by ri the ith row of the tableau. For all i= 1, . . . . E the 
pair of rows (r2iP i, rzi) is admissible. 
A.3. Spin,,-standard Young tableaux. For the fundamental 
weights we use the same notation as in [l]. To a dominant weight 
il= X7= i aimi we associate the partition p(l) = (pl, . . . . p,) with pi= 
~im_;:22aj+a,P,+a,for l<i<m-1 andp,=p,-,. 
Let r = (ii, . . . . i,) be a row of length t < m such that if ii is an entry of the 
row then 2m + 1 - ii is not an entry of this row and the entries are smaller 
or equal to 2m. For i= 1, . . . . m denote by si(r) the row defined as follows: 
If i-cm and i+ 1 and 2m+ 1 -i are entries of the row r 
then si(r) is the row obtained from r by replacing the 
entry i + 1 by i and the entry 2m + 1 = i by 2m - i. Else we 
set si(r) := r. If i= m and m + 1 and m + 2 are entries of 
the row r, then denote by si(r) the row obtained from r by 
replacing the entry m + 1 by m - 1 and the entry m + 2 by 
m. Else we set s,(r) := r. 
We say that a pair of rows (r, r’) is admissible, if r = r’ or if there exists a 
sequence of different rows (ro, . . . . rk) such that 
r=ro, rf=rk, and sj,(rI- 1) = rl for I= 1, . . . . k 
and some integers i,, . . . . i, E { 1, . . . . m}. 
A Young tableau y of shape p(A) is called Spin,,-standard if the 
following holds: 
(1) The integers contained in y are smaller or equal to 2m and the 
integers i and (2m + 1 - i) do not occur in the same row. Denote by $ the 
tableau y(p7) where E := p, - a, - a,,- i, let y1 be the tableau consisting 
of the (~7 + l)st row up to the (p;+ a,,- ,)th row of y and let ys be the 
tableau consisting of the top a, rows of y-. The tableaux $, yz, y3 are 
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standard and in Yz (resp. FT) the number of integers greater than m in a 
row is odd (resp. even). 
(2) For 1 <i< (py/2) - 1 let the 2ith row of FI be equal to 
(k,, . . . . k,) and let the (2i + 1)st row be equal to (I,, . . . . 1,), s < t. For all 
sequences 1 < j, < . . . < j, Q s such that 
and 
m + 1 - q d kj, < . . . -c kjq d m + q 
m+ 1 -q<I,,< ... -clj~bmi-q 
one has kj, + . . . + kj, E Ii, + . .. + Zjg mod 2. (Note that this condition is 
empty if neither m nor m + 1 is an entry in one of the rows.) Furthermore, 
let ri be the ith row of Yr. Then the pairs (rzi- 1, rzi) are admissible for 
i = 1, . . . . p;. 
(3) This last condition is only needed if either a,- r > 0 and a, > 0 
or CyzP12 ai > 0 and a,- r + a, > 0. Let (k,, . . . . k,), s -c m, be the top row of 
$. Denote by R the set {k,, . . . . k,, I,, . . . . I,,_,- r, x} with the following 
properties: 
2m >, I, > . . . ~lm~s~l~m, Im~s-l~~, 1,-.p,>2m+ 
l-x, li#kj and x#kjfor all l<i<s, l<j<m-s-l, 
and if re R then 2m + 1 -r# R. Furthermore, if the 
number of integers strictly greater than m in R\ { x } is odd 
then x > m else x<m. Note that the set R is uniquely 
defined by these properties. 
Denote by Sk the tableau obtained from Yz by adding one row of length 
m at the bottom of Y2 and tilling the boxes of that row with the elements 
of {2m+l-x}uR\{x} . m increasing order. Then the tableau S; is 
standard. 
Denote by 9’; the tableau obtained from Y3 by adding (a,,- I + I) rows 
of length m at the bottom, the filling of these rows being defined inductively 
as follows: The boxes of the bottom row of S; are tilled with the elements 
of R in increasing order. Assume now that 2 < i < a, _ I + 1 and the tilling 
of the (i - 1)st row has already been defined. Let (jr, . . . . j,) be the (i - 1 )st 
row of Y2. For 1 6 1~ m let R, denote the m-tuple (iI, . . . . i,) such that 
I,< . . . <i, and (i,, . . . . im} = {j,, . . . . 2m + 1 - j,, . . . . j,}. Note that 
R 1, . . . . R, are linearly ordered with respect to the lexicographic order. The 
ith row of 9-i is equal to R,, where R,. is maximal among those R,‘s for 
which F;(i) with R,, as top row is standard. Then the tableau S; defined 
above is standard. 
A.4. The decomposition formulas. Let p be a dominant weight 
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and let F be a Sp2,,,, Spin,,, , , or Spin,,-standard Young tableau of 
shape P(P) = (pl, . . . . p,). Define the weight of the tableau 5 as 
v(F) := $((c,( 1) - c,(2m))s, + . . . + (C.T(rn) - cr(m + l))&,). 
For 1 d 1~ p, denote by v,(F) the weight 2v(y(I)). 
DEFINITION. If L is a Levi subgroup of G then a G-standard Young 
tableau of shape p(p) is called L-dominant if all the weights 
v,(n v,(n -.., v&v 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of L. 
If 1 is a dominant weight for G, then a G-standard Young tableau of 
shape p(u) is called I-dominant if all the weights 
2A + v,(f), 21” + vz(F), . . . . 23, + VP&F) 
are contained in the dominant Weyl chamber of G. 
THEOREM. (a) The decomposition of the tensor product VA 0 VP into 
irreducible G-modules is given by 
vi0 v,= 0 vI+“(3-), 
9- 
where F runs over all G-standard Young tableaux of shape p(u) that are 
I-dominant. 
(b) The decomposition of the Lmodule res, VA into irreducible 
L-modules U, of highest weight v is given by 
where F runs over all G-standard Young tableau of shape p(A) that are 
L-dominant. 
AS. EXAMPLE. For G= Sp, and A=p=o, +o, the &dominant 
Sp,-standard Young tableaux are 
34 13 12 24 13 
34 13 12 24 24 
4 4 4 3 3 
4 4 4 3 3 
12 13 12 13 12 
12 13 12 13 12 
3 2 2 1 1 
3 2 2 1 1 
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Hence we get the decomposition 
V + 0 VW, + = 02, 02 02 v4,, 0 Vh, 0 + 203 21/,,, + co* 
0 2 Vzw, 0 V3w2 0 V,,, 0 V,, 0 k. 
A.6. Let n=Cy=“,, aimi be a dominant weight for G, = Spzrn, 
SpinZm+i, or S&,. Denote maxi{i 1 a,>O} by deg A. Let p=Cy=r biwi 
be a nontrivial dominant weight and assume that 
degp<degJ and degA+degp<m. 
In particular we have b,,- r = b, = 0 and hence the partition p(p) is 
independent of the type of the Dynkin diagram of G,. Note the following: 
(i) If F is a A-dominant G,-standard Young tableau of shape p(p), 
then neither m nor m + 1 is an entry of F. Hence it follows by the descrip- 
tion of the G,-standard Young tableaux above that the tableau is standard 
(and I-dominant) for G, = Sp2,,,, SpinZm+ i, and Sp&,. 
(ii) If m’ > deg 2 + deg p, then the shift which replaces all entries i 
strictly greater to m in a I-dominant G,-standard Young tableau by 
i+ Z(m’- m) induces a bijection between the l-dominant G,-standard 
Young tableaux and the I-dominant G,,-standard Young tableaux. 
As a consequence we get: 
COROLLARY. Let I, p be dominant weights. The decomposition 
v, 0 v, = v,, CD . . . 0 V”$ 
is independent of the type and the rank of G if rk G > deg 1+ deg p. 
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